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2. Methods
•Transects of the area will be 
established with 5x5 plots 
monitored throughout the 
growing season 
•The estuary will be evaluated 
by salinity, elevation, and soil 
testing
•Propagation protocol for S. 
pungens will be established 
through a seed germination 
and growth trial
•Growing conditions for S. 
pungens will be determined, 
identifying suitable 
propagation sites in the area.
•Over 200 bare root plugs of S. 
pungens were planted in 
Summer 2013; these will also 
be monitored for growth and 
survival rates.

1. Introduction
The Puget Sound has been intensely altered from its 
original state through industrial and agricultural 
development. Currently we are realizing the toll of these 
activities on the environment and are seeking to restore 
these important ecological sites. The Nisqually estuary is a 
place where fresh water and salt water mingle; creating a 
unique ecosystem that performs many ecological 
functions. The drastic changes to the region within the last 
century have affected plant communities along the 
Nisqually River Delta. In 2009, the Brown Farm Dike was 
removed, reconnecting this estuary to natural tidal 
inundation.  
! Schoenoplectus pungens (Sweetgrass) is an estuary 
bullrush that is used in Northwest basketry techniques 
(Shebitz and Crandell 2012). This plant grows in low 
elevation salt marshes, often covered at least once a day by 
tidewater. There is interest within the Nisqually Tribe to 
establish a population of S. pungens in the estuary.
!

3. Objectives
Define current plant 

associations in the area
Propose potential 

restoration actions 
Identify reestablishment 

location and growth potential 
of S. pungens.
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elderberries (!ompson and Marr 1983). Baskets made of sweetgrass and lined 
with bigleaf maple leaves were used to store these just-boiled berries underwater  
(K. James and Martino 1986:85).

Quinault tribal member Florine Shale-Bergstrom (2003) described the stem- 
pulling process and recalled that men o"en accompanied women to harvest sweet-
grass: “We took the guys out with us when we got sweetgrass. . . . [Y]ou stand in 
mucky water and you have to pull them out from the root—and it’s like a suction 
cup. And you stand in ankle-deep muck . . . [W]hen you pick, you have to lean to-
wards the bottom—otherwise it breaks.”
!e traditional method of harvesting sweetgrass is to use both hands to simply 

pull stems from the substrate. !e stems separate from the roots and rhizomes with 
a pop. !e height, weight, and amount of sweetgrass are not negatively a#ected if the 
stems are harvested selectively (i.e., less than 25 percent of the stems in a patch) or 
if a recovery period of at least one year between harvests is allowed (Crandell n.d.). 
Sweetgrass stores energy for growth in underground tissues. As long as these under-
ground portions of the plant are le" intact, energy is available for the growth of new 
stems the following year, and nutrients and energy can pass from existing stems to 
new stems through these connections.

Stems are sometimes harvested by cutting, which leaves a portion of the stem—

Figure 9.7. Sweetgrass gatherers, bundling their stocks. $%&'()*+ $,-'.)* -/0 1.23-4)(, 
5)67 $%..)6(2%/ %8 9%'(,:)*( $%-*( ;/02-/ <28), =-/&*6'2>(*, ?'6,2@)*, -/0 A>)62-. 
$%..)6(2%/*, B-*,2/C(%/ A(-() D/2@)'*2(+ <24'-'2)*, 5&..E-/, B-*,. (FG-H).
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that dry more golden (B. L. Ryan 1999). !e plant material is generally not dyed 
and is even said not to take dye well (K. James and Martino 1986:73; !ompson and 
Marr 1983:24), although at least one researcher found a basket made with sweet-

grass dyed brown (T. L. Ryan 2000:189). Sweetgrass 
does not have the glossy sheen that is typical of bear-
grass, and these characteristics can be used to distin-
guish between the plants, as can their use in di"erent 
weaving techniques.

Sweetgrass stem quality is a combination of length, 
width, color, and suppleness. Although di"erent bas-
kets may require di"erent lengths of stems, weavers 
seem to prefer the tallest stems they can #nd (K. James 
and Martino 1986:72; J. M. Jones 1977:3; !ompson 
and Marr 1983:24; T. L. Ryan 1999). Generally, the 
lower the substrate salinity, the taller the stems (Cran-
dell n.d.). Longer strands of weaving material create a 
more uniform appearance because new strands do not 
have to be spliced into the woven piece. Long but mod-
erately thin stems are typically preferred over short and 
stocky stems (Lamberson 1996:23). If a stem is long but 

too thick, a weaver might split the partly dried stem lengthwise with her #ngernail 
(!ompson and Marr 1983:24; B. L. Ryan 1999). For woven work requiring a set 
of stems with consistent width, stems are trimmed by cutting o" one of the three 
edges along the length of the stem, or a gauge with a pair of parallel blades is used 
to cut away unwanted width along a portion of the stem (Nordquist and Nordquist 
1983:15; B. L. Ryan 2008a, 2008b).
!e ideal sweetgrass stem is supple as well as long (K. James and Martino 1986:73, 

76; B. L. Ryan 1999). Supple stems are sturdy and do not break during weaving, and  
they are more easily trimmed lengthwise for uniform size (B. L. Ryan 2008a, 2008b). 
Stems become more brittle as the season progresses (Dyler 1981:13; J. M. Jones 
1977:3; !ompson and Marr 1983:24). In addition to stem age, suppleness may also  
be a result of shaded growing conditions (Crandell n.d.; see also Nordquist and Nord-
quist 1983:13 for beargrass and Turner et al. 1983:79 for slough sedge, Carex ob-
nupta). In parts of Grays Harbor, shade is created by steep forested hillsides and by 
eroded sandstone promontories that cast a$ernoon shadows on the adjacent marsh. 
Sweetgrass stems in these stands were found to be more pliable than those collected 
in the full-sun conditions of the Skagit River delta (B. L. Ryan 1999, 2008a, 2008b).

As an important weaving material on the Olympic Peninsula, sweetgrass has 
been the focus of concern for decades (K. James and Martino 1986:75; Lamberson 
1996:11; Nordquist and Nordquist 1983:13; T. L. Ryan 2000:8, 114). Questions about 
the health of sweetgrass on the Olympic Peninsula can be addressed in terms of 
habitat (suitable growing conditions) and access to that habitat.

Twentieth-century harvesting grounds on the Olympic Peninsula include the 
Skokomish River delta in Hood Canal and shores with western exposure and river 
mouths in Grays Harbor (Dethier 1990:33; K. James and Martino 1986:72; Nord-
quist and Nordquist 1983:13). Both of these areas have been subjected to enormous 
change. In the last century, the Skokomish River delta has been greatly modi#ed 

Figure 9.8. Coast Salish basket of sweetgrass and beargrass. 
Note the shine of the beargrass. %&'()*+, &- ).* /'(0* 
1'+*'2 &- 34)'(45 67+)&(, 489 %'5)'(*, :4)45&;  
8&. <.=>??@A.
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